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Veletrzni Palace, National Art Gallery, Prague. Site of the 2011 Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design & Space. 
 
The Prague Quadrennial (PQ) organization aims to explore and present contemporary 
scenography - including stage, costume, lighting, sound, and other elements of performance 
design. The PQ mission includes mapping the latest trends in the forms of contemporary 
scenography and its field of operation, looking at scenography as an important agent in the 
making of a theatre performance, and exploring its applied forms within other fields. 
 
Core to this mission is the Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space scenographic 
event held in Prague every four years since 1967. The main PQ event includes international 
meetings, symposia, workshops, databases, publications, exhibitions, and online projects, and 
supports the exploration of practical, theoretical, and curatorial aspects of contemporary 
performance design in between quadrennials. These ongoing events are becoming a crucial 
element of the function of the PQ in strengthening the discourse of contemporary world 
scenography and addressing professionals, students, and wider audiences. The Prague 
Quadrennial in 2011 attracted more than 40,000 visitors,  
including artists, directors, scenographers, and designers from more than  
70 countries around the world. 
 
 
NEW ZEALAND at the 2011 Prague Quadrennial 
In the 2011 edition of the Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design New Zealand participated 
in four sections including the National Exhibition, Architecture Exhibition, Student Exhibition and 
the Extreme Costume Exhibition.  
 
NEW ZEALAND TEAM  
PQ11 NZ Commissioner: Sue Gallagher  
The NZ Commissioner is responsible to oversee the curatorial team and contribution of NZ to 
the Prague Quadrennial. This includes achieving the funding, developing the vision for the NZ 
exhibitions, coordinating the NZ Curatorial team, promoting the event in NZ and creating 
opportunities for the NZ performance community to reflect on and develop the expanded field of 
performance design.  
Contact details: sue.gallagher@aut.ac.nz 
 
PQ11 NZ National Exhibition Curators and Designers: Sue Gallagher and Tracey Collins 
 
PQ11 NZ Performance Architecture Curator: Amanda Yates 
 
PQ11 NZ Student Exhibition Curator: Stuart Foster 
 
NZ Costume Designer Emma Ransley won the Gold Award for the Best Costume Design.  
 
 
 



NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL EXHIBITION FOR PQ11 
 

FLY-TOWER: A LIVE ARCHIVE  
www.fly-tower.com 
 
Curators: Sue Gallagher & Tracey Collins 
Exhibition Designers: Sue Gallagher, Tracey Collins & Stuart Foster (Digital Archive) 
	  
The FLY-TOWER was a hybrid environment, an active space between a designer’s studio, a 
stage, an archive, and an installation space. The FLY-TOWER exhibition was a ‘live archive’, 
which transformed hourly through the ‘live’ and ‘material’ efforts of the New Zealand 
performance designers involved.  
 
FLY-TOWER brought together New Zealand designers and artists to explore and to 
contemplate current performance practice. It functioned as a ‘live archive’ where artists and 
designers were actively re-collecting their processes, their performance work, and developing 
new work for the public context of the Prague Quadrennial. The exhibition FLY-TOWER 
transformed hourly through the ‘live’ and ‘material’ efforts of the artists and designers involved. 
The performance works were developed in response to the ‘fly-tower’ exhibition structure 
designed by the curators Sue Gallagher & Tracey Collins. Through a series of live events in New 
Zealand each work was developed in response to the spatial and temporal dimensions proposed 
by the ‘fly tower’ exhibition structure. 
 
The FLY-TOWER exhibition structure was a 9 metre high ‘fly-tower’ that housed 7 performance 
works created by NZ performance designers and artists. The performance works developed for 
the exhibition were ‘archived’ in the upper region of the fly tower. The works were shown 
individually in the 4 by 5 metre stage space in the lower region of the fly tower – the stage space. 
Each work was ‘performed’ for approximately an hour and then would ‘fly’ back into the upper 
region of the fly-tower structure. The next work was then lowered and took centre stage…  
 
The FLY-TOWER explored the evolving space and processes between visual arts, performance, 
theatre, architecture, film, and design practice, to ultimately expand our conception and scope 
of performance design. It was intended to excite new ideas and possibilities, new production 
processes, and to stimulate dialogue between New Zealand artists and designers, working in an 
expanded field of performance. 
 
DIGITAL ARCHIVE COMPONENT: 
The DIGITAL Archive Component of the FLY-TOWER exhibition structure was a digital 
interactive record and playback system. This allowed the audience to interact with the selected 
performance projects and to access their various stages of development. The smaller interface 
on ground level comprised of a slide mechanism that accessed the timeline of the entire project.  
 
	  
Selected NZ Performance Designers & Artists: 
 
Soma Song    Daniel Belton  
   
Trying from Above  Christopher Braddock  
 
Risk Everything   Tracey Collins  
 
Pause    David Cross  
 
You for Me   Sue Gallagher + Nooroa Tapuni  
 
The Hanging   Tracy Grant Lord, David Eversfield, Colin McColl 
 
MNEMESOYNE  Dorita Hannah, Carol Brown, Russell Scoones  
 



Daniel Belton and Good Company brings together a group of acclaimed artists and designers 
in performance, visual, sound, textile and film genres. Soma Song fuses digital dance, 
choreographic screen processes with architectural cinema and sound, the project develops an 
electro-shamanic ethos. 
   
Christopher Braddock. Trying from Above (for Jim Allen) video series is located somewhere 
between live art performance, CCTV visual surveillance technology, making sculpture and 
teaching a class. It is none of these activities but relies on all of their histories and associated 
structures. 
 
Tracey Collins.  Risk Everything is an installation consisting of 3 sculptural interactive 
installation works that have been created as ‘translation’ works, developed and designed from 3 
Television Features designed during the last 2 years. The “Risk Everything” works are devised 
for the audience to participate in, and through this live experience, gain insight and 
understanding into the ‘worlds’ created.. 
 
David Cross. Pause is an artwork that seeks to faintly recast our experience of space, intimacy 
and pleasure. Drawing on the visual language and experiential qualities of children's bouncy 
castles as well as overtly phobic forms of architecture, the work is an inflatable sculpture that 
asks the audience to viscerally engage through active participation.  
 
Blunt Practice (Sue Gallagher and Nooroa Tapuni). You for Me offers the audience a chance 
to contemplate the entanglement of weakened bodies and their unstable environments, as that 
which define everyday lived experience. A small sunken tableland in the platform of the fly-tower 
contains a hidden archive of miniature performances.  
 
Tracy Grant Lord, Colin McColl, David Eversfield. The originating creative team of Auckland 
Theatre Company’s production of Arthur Miller’s ‘The Crucible’, will produce The Hanging to 
exhibit its archive of design process and performance through the re-arrangement and re-
engagement of the work using its inherent scenic elements, a composed sound landscape and 
the projection of video mapping.    
 
MAP: MOVEMENT_ARCHITECTURE_PERFORMANCE (Dorita Hannah, Carol Brown, 
Russell Scoones). MNEMESOYNE : a re-membering of 3 dance-architecture events. This 
exhibition re-presents fragments of 3 productions created by MAP (2005-2011) through a 
performance installation that engages with the mythical figure of Mnemosyne and her pool of 
remembrance. It utilizes the fly-tower as an archival repository of objects, choreographic 
gestures and sounds, which reanimate moments from three productions, Her Topia (Athens 
2005), Aarero Stone (Wellington 2006) and Tongues of Stone (Perth 2011). 
 
 
 
 
CREATIVE PROCESS AND NATIONAL EVENTS LEADING TO CREATION OF NEW WORK 
FOR THE 2011 PRAGUE QUADRENNIAL OF PERFORMANCE DESIGN AND SPACE. 
 
FLY-TOWER: New Zealand National Exhibition of Performance Design featured the work of 
leading and innovative designers working in the expanded field of performance design in 
Aotearoa New Zealand. The NZ Performance Designers & Artists were provided with an 
innovative and experimental structure within which to create new performance works and to 
reflect on current ideas in contemporary performance and art in Aotearoa, New Zealand. 
 
One of our curatorial strategies was to extend the creative process through the initial design 
stages right through to the staging of the exhibition at the NZ festivals and the Prague 
Quadrennial Festival.  
 
With this in mind we developed the Fly-Tower structure and NZ performance works for the 
Prague Quadrennial through three major public events in Aotearoa New Zealand. The first event 
was LIVE. REPEAT. PLAYBACK., at ST PAUL St Gallery in Auckland in August 2010 The 
second was the BLOW Creative Arts Festival at Massey University in November 2010. The third 
was the AUCKLAND FESTIVAL AK11 in Auckland in March 2011. 



 
By developing the new work in a series of public exhibitions and festivals we encouraged 
critique of the work in progress and to generate much needed discussion around the 
intersection of performance design and art in New Zealand. Often NZ Performance Designers 
work in isolation and may not have the necessary infrastructure to challenge their methods and 
approaches in creating new work.  
 
We also invited leading academics to critically reflect on the creative processes and the 
production of the NZ exhibition for the Prague Quadrennial. As outlined in the timeline below 
wherever possible we included panel discussions, academic papers, critics’ reviews of our work 
in progress at events.  
 
LIVE.REPEAT.PLAYBACK., St Paul St Gallery, Auckland. 
http://www.aut.ac.nz/study-at-aut/study-areas/art-design/learning-environment/st-paul-street-
gallery/exhibition-2010/previous-exhibitions2/july-august/live.repeat.playback 
 
NZPQ10 at Blow Creative Arts Festival, Wellington. 
http://www.blowfestival.co.nz/events.php?ED=117 
 
FLY-TOWER at Auckland Arts Festival 2011 
http://2011.aucklandfestival.co.nz/events/fly-tower-performance-design-installation.aspx 
 
FLY-TOWER at Prague Quadrennial 2011 
http://www.pq.cz/en/ 
 
 
AUCKLAND ARTS FESTIVAL 2011 
 

 
 
Fly-Tower, Auckland Arts Festival, AUT University, March 2011. 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 
Pause, David Cross.  
 



 
  
 

 
 
MNEMESOYNE : a re-membering of 3 dance-architecture events. Carol Brown, Dorita Hannah, Russell Scoones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
Digital Archive, Stuart Foster  
 
 
 
 
 
 



FUNDING FROM CNZ  
CREATION OF NEW WORK FOR THE 2011 PRAGUE QUADRENNIAL: CNZ FUNDING 
ITEM Actual Funding: CNZ 
Exhibition Structure: Materials and Construction  $ 26,892.84   
Blinds, surface structure $ 3,491.00   
Painting $ 2,920.08   
Fixings & rope $ 3,468.23   
Exhibition Materials $ 8,870.67   

Flights & Admin costs – Tracey Collins $ 357.18  

TOTAL  $ 46,000 + GST CNZ 
PRESENTING AN EXHIBITION AT THE 2011 PRAGUE QUADRENNIAL: CNZ FUNDING 
AK11 Technical Manager (making, packing in/out, 
operating) 

$ 3,000 CNZ 
 

Travel International flights for Technical Manager & AV 
technician & Tracey Collins  

$ 9,000 CNZ 
 

Chamber of Commerce $ 419.00 
 

CNZ 
 

Sea Freight DHL Akld-Praha incl insurance 
National, Student & Architecture exhibitions 

$ 5,439  CNZ 

Sea Freight DHL Praha-Akld incl insurance 
National, Student & Architecture exhibitions 

$ 6,000  
 

CNZ 

Handling Freight from Centrumsped Warehouse in Prague 
to and from National Gallery  
National, Student & Architecture exhibitions 

$ 7,942 CNZ 

Crane  2 hours / Scissor Lifts  4 days (Centrumsped) 
National Exhibition + labour 

$ 4,000 CNZ 

TOTAL ($35,800 CNZ)  $ 35,800 + GST 
 

CNZ 

	  
FUNDING from AUT University, CoLab, Massey Uni 
AV EQUIPMENT & MODEL/ EXHIBITION MATERIALS & LABOUR: AUT - DA9830  
ITEM Actual Funding: AUT 
AV Equipment  7,633.35  
Electrician $ 680   
Engineer – Nick Barnfield $ 2,331.00   
Auckland – pack out Phil/Aaron $ 1,264.00   
Scissor Lift – Pack in & Pack out $ 1,617.84   
Miscellaneous (freight, catering, containers, cones) $ 800.86   
AMP In kind support AUT loan 
VGA splitters and connectors In kind support AUT loan 
Led pinspots In kind support AUT loan  
Laptop X 2 In kind support AUT loan  
TOTAL ($14,000, 7K A+D, 7K DCT)  $ 14,343.05+GST AUT 
	  
DIGITAL ARCHIVE: AUT: CoLab Research Centre (Stuart Foster – Digital Archive Designer) 
ITEM Budget Funding: CoLab  
Equipment  $ 5,800.00  
2 X CoLab residencies  - Stuart Foster 
Flights & Accommodation  

$ 2,200.00  

TOTAL  $ 8,000 + GST CoLab 
	  
AK11 + PQ11:  AUT funding 
ITEM Actual Funding 
AK11 Audiovisual technician  In kind support  

AUT AV Tech 
 

PQ Technical Manager wages / per diem (20days) 
 

$ 4,500 AUT 

Travel International flights for Sue Gallagher $ 3,000 AUT 
 

Accommodation for Technical Manager & AV technician & 
Sue Gallagher 
8-29 June 

$ 6,000 AUT  

Insurance of National Exhibition 0 AUT cover 
Handling Freight from Centrumsped Warehouse in Prague 
to and from National Gallery  
Student & Architecture exhibitions 

$ 5,000 Massey  

PQ AV Techinician wages / per diem (20days) 
 

$ 1,500  
(+ AUT wages) 

$1,500  

TOTAL  $ 20,000+ GST 
 

AUT (& Massey) 

	  
GRAND TOTAL BUDGET   $ 124,143+GST  
   



 
 
 
 
 
Please contact the PQ11 NZ Commissioner Sue Gallagher for more information regarding 
the New Zealand contribution to the Prague Quadrennial 
 
 
sue.gallagher@aut.ac.nz 
mobile: 021 240 6646 
 
 
 


